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(above) We started issue #58
with the top half of page 18 from
What If? #11 (Oct. 1978); now,
here’s the bottom half!
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Incidental
Iconography
An ongoing analysis of Kirby’s visual shorthand,
and how he inadvertently used it to develop his characters,
by Sean Kleefeld

ack Kirby and
Stan Lee perhaps most
famously collaborated on Fantastic
Four for the most
extended period.
That title, then, is
often held up as an
example of their
evolving working
relationship, and
researchers scour
margin notes to
tease out how much
of each story Jack was
contributing. What
y Thomas.
has not been attemptStan’s note to Ro
ed, to my knowledge, is a
joint analysis of all three surviving Fantastic Four “scripts” from that
period, where we can see what Jack actually drew compared with
precisely what Stan had originally intended. (Unlike, say, with John
Romita’s account of FF #30 being “written” in a car ride on the way
to lunch. While I don’t doubt John’s story, we don’t have any concrete details of what was actually said.) The surviving scripts are radically different in form and highlight how much Jack really began to
drive the creative effort.
The first script, of course, is that of Fantastic Four #1. Stan had
somehow managed to hold on to it long enough to realize its significance and it’s become relatively well-circulated at this point; Marvel
ran a re-typed version in FF #358 and Roy Thomas presented a copy
of the original in Alter Ego vol. 2 #2. [Editor’s Note: We also ran it in
TJKC #58, “The Wonder Years.”] It’s not so much a script, though, as
an outline for the team’s origin. The two pages provide an overview
of the characters, touching on key traits and powers. Stan also notes
editorial concerns he has over Comics Code issues. The document
clearly indicates this as only half of the issue with their “first case” to
follow, and includes a note specifically to Jack to talk with Stan for
some further clarification.
Stan is clearly taking the company in a different direction with
this, not only from the perspective of the genre, but that he’s switching their overall storytelling format. Previous books were a series of
short, unrelated stories, and Stan clearly indicates that this one
Fantastic Four tale which includes the origin is supposed to take up
an entire issue. As it’s helping to redefine how comics get made on
top of explaining the issue’s plot, it stands a little apart somewhat
from the who-did-what debate. It can’t really be used as an example

of how Stan and Jack “typically” worked because the document itself
alludes to its uncommon nature.
The second script comes exactly one year after FF #1. Probably
in answer to a written request, Stan sent Jerry Bails a page of his
script for Fantastic Four #8, which was subsequently published in the
apazine Kappa-Alpha #2. While still fairly broad, as far as scripts go,
it has a more solid breakdown of the action; three- to five-page
chunks instead of half an issue. Stan was clearly giving Jack a fair
degree of latitude with the stories, despite having the ideas and

TM & ©2013 Marvel Characters, Inc.
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The Puppet Master in Fantastic Four #8 is fairly derivative; another Puppet
Master appeared months earlier in Justice League of America. This Puppet
Master ‘died’ similarly to Mrs. Dolman in “Voodoo on 10th Avenue” from
Simon & Kirby’s Black Magic #4 (right).
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A Fantastic Success!
by Jerry Boyd

I

t was a comic magazine unlike any other of its era. Above the title logo, the words declared,
“The World’s Greatest Comic Magazine”—and for most of its first decade, it truly was.
As I see it, here are some of the reasons why:

Greatness... on Four Levels!

TM & ©2013 Marvel Characters, Inc.

(above) This Kirby art
lesson was done to show
a fan how to keep panels
interesting. This could’ve
been Reed and Sue on
that fateful rocket
mission…

(below) The ‘monster
comic’ aspect of the FF
continued on into the
Byrne years as these
covers attest.

These statements are all valid claims, and to Stan and Jack’s credit, all of this diversity and more were incorporated into the new Marvel Age’s flagship title.
A truly great television, radio, or film story can be appreciated on several levels.
Take, for example, The Wizard of Oz. Repeated viewings can leave a film student breathless at the wonderful sets, great music and choreography, special effects, perfect casting/acting, suspenseful direction, costuming, and make-up.
Kirby and Lee’s Fantastic Four had to dazzle monthly and it, too, can be appreciated
on many levels. Not content to let the ongoing greatness of his cosmic ray-charged
quartet rest on an occasional humbling of big city gangsters or a power-mad supervillain, the King put in a portal to sub-space (quickly renamed the Negative Zone).
In it, Jack established all of its parameters… all of it fascinating, even more so when
Annihilus and Blastaar came out of it. The Negative Zone might’ve been too farfetched for Marvel’s young readers, but Stan and Jack had accustomed their minds
to such mind-blowing concepts long before that with Reed’s “gadgets and
doohickeys” saving the day, alien races, Inhumans (!), and the like.
All of it made for some nice science-fiction….
Ben and Reed vied for Sue’s affections early on. Ben was negated as a suitor
when those cosmic rays turned him into a grotesquerie, but Alicia Masters quickly
made up for that. Sub-Mariner showed up to complicate things for Reed… or was it
Sue? Johnny’s romance with the kittenish Crystal went altogether easier than Sis’s
thing with Reed and Prince Namor… at least for a while. Stan knew how to keep
things interesting.
Johnny went to college and it turns out Wyatt Wingfoot might’ve made a splendid football player for the beleaguered coach… Kirby and Lee didn’t finish that subplot. But it looked like it’d be quite interesting when they started it.
And of course, there were the usual problems: Reed’s leadership being
questioned and Ben not being returned to normal (even though with time,
his rocky orange skin became the norm), and that frustrating barrier that kept
the Inhumans prisoners. The Silver Surfer longed to return to space after a
different barrier hemmed him in too close to the foibles, follies, and foolishness of us mere mortals.
Soap opera…with adventure thrown in…
War hero, star running back, and test pilot Benjamin J. Grimm had it all going his way. Had he rejected the
idea of going up in Richards’ rocket, he might have become a state senator, one of the top men at NASA, or perhaps Vice-President (!) before the 1960s ended.
Instead, he became a monster and battled monsters. He took on the Mole Man’s monsters, Prince Namor’s
undersea uglies, Diablo’s Dragon Man, the Mad Thinker’s stolen android, etc. He didn’t grow up to be VicePresident but he became… a hero to millions the world over.
Still, there were many in New York and elsewhere who regarded the entire FF as “freaks”. Their reactions
when things got grim (no pun intended) said a lot.
Yes, Virginia…the FF was a monster comic.
Susan Storm felt the team should have colorful costumes (after a noticeable amount of early fan mail convinced
Stan to make that change). Jack’s cover for the third issue (the original monster centerpiece cover was placed aside)
made a big thing out of the new costumes, and for good measure, he added a wildly impressive transport called the
7
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Circa 1963, FF readers could’ve had this debate:
“The Fantastic Four’s a science-fiction comic!”
“No, it’s a soap opera…with adventure thrown in.”
“I feel it’s a monster comic...with a monster as one of the heroes!”
“The title’s obviously about costumed crime-fighters.”

TM & ©2013 Marvel Characters, Inc.

schemes and usually stymied at the beginning of their crime sprees.
This usually went on for a few pages but by the end, everything was
all right again. The bad people were beaten (soundly) and their smiles
were turned to scowls as they were carted off to jail or back to prison.
The heroes and their aides ended it all with big smiles on those
good-looking faces and occasional joking (at the bad guys’ expense).
But the Thing had little reason to smile, win or lose. Reed had
the ever-present responsibility of returning his old friend to normal.
Johnny got tired of his elders handing out orders to him all the time.
Susan had to be ‘Big Sister’ and ‘Den Mother’ to the three other
members, while (early on) trying to fit Namor into her life. As they
say these days, “It’s complicated…”.
And we loved it—while things got more complicated! Villains
became, for the first time ever, much more powerful than the courageous team they faced. Galactus and the Silver Surfer, working
together, could’ve laid waste to the entire Earth! How could even
four cosmic ray-powered mortals slow down godlike figures with
that kind of planet-shaking power?

TM & ©2013 Marvel Characters, Inc.

Fantasti-Car—also on the same cover. Stan saw the importance of
these developments immediately and added the blurbs announcing
these milestones. A number of milestones like these would follow for
the House of Ideas. On covers to come, Marvel super-heroes and
super baddies would get costume changes and new mechanical
devices/weaponry (and accompanying blurbs marking the events).
Still, it was the cover of FF #3 that subtly shifted something of the
emphasis of the title from a science-fiction comic/with monster
overtones/and soap opera
undertones to… a greater
focus on a super-heroic
group of costumed crime
fighters.

You Say You
Want An
Evolution?
Before the Fantastic

Guest stars became the order of the day, and through their own
popularity, got added page space—which Jack and Stan were happy
to dole out. Readers asked (or demanded):
“When’s that Inhumans comic coming out?”
“Can Kirby do a solo adventure of the Black Panther in MSH soon?”
“Give us more of the Silver Surfer!”
Reed and Sue married; that wedding day special has never been
topped in the world of comics. Continued stories upped the ante for
dramatic pacing and impact. Joe Sinnott became the perfect inker
for the perfect creative team.
The Richards had a baby boy—Franklin Benjamin Richards.
The book just kept moving forward. After the last of the Lee-Kirby-

Four, super-heroes went
about their private lives
and adventures with a
smile in their hearts and
on their handsome (always
handsome, attractive)
faces. They were puzzled
by their adversaries’
TM & ©2013 Marvel Characters, Inc.
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Mark Evanier

Jack F.A.Q.s
A column of Frequently Asked Questions about Kirby

©2013 Jack Kirby Estate.

[For this issue’s column, we’re asking and answering some
questions about two of Kirby’s finest FF inkers, Joe Sinnott
and Dick
Ayers.
Presented
here is the
Jack Kirby
Tribute Panel
held April 20,
2008 at the
New York
Comic-Con—
not the usual
one held at
Comic-Con
International
every year in
San Diego.
Mark Evanier
was in attendance that
year in
Manhattan,
promoting his
book Kirby:
King of
Comics, and
the event
wisely chose
to take
advantage of
that fact by asking him to moderate this discussion. The
panel was transcribed and edited by John Morrow.]
(above, l to r) Kirby with
comics writer/editor Len
Wein 30 years earlier at
the 1978 San Diego
Comic-Con.
(below, l to r) Dick Ayers,
moderator Mark Evanier,
and Joe Sinnott at the
2008 New York ComicCon.

open up the file and
write in another couple of paragraphs here
and there. The thing
gets longer and
longer, and I keep
finding out new
things about Jack. I
just got another cache
of Jack’s personal papers, documents, memos, correspondence, contracts, things like that which I had not
had access to before. What happens is, it’s like a
Chinese puzzle. You get a new piece, and suddenly you
have to go back and reassemble the other pieces. You
go, “Oh, I get that now,” and you have this very complicated timeline of Jack’s life, and you try to figure out
when things happened in relation to one another.
Dick Ayers here kept wonderful records of when he
worked on everything, and that gives me a guideline of
when Jack worked on them, because Dick was not far
behind him when Dick was inking his work. So I was
able to calculate what Jack was working on during key
events of his life. I figured out what story he was doing
each time one of his kids was born, and figured out
what story he was probably working on when the
Kennedy assassination took place, and things like that.
And then you plug those into the matrix, and you suddenly discover, “Oh, that’s why Jack was writing about
that, that’s why Jack was interested in that.” It’s a fascinating thing, and one of the things that happens is, as I
read more of Jack’s work over and over again, I keep seeing more of Jack in those stories. I’ll read a Kirby story
that I previously had read dozens of times, and I’ll suddenly go, “Wait a minute, there’s Jack. He was that character, and he was also that character. And that was Roz,
and that was Neal. That was Jack’s brother-in-law.”
There are levels of subtext in his work, even when he
was only plotting stuff that other people were dialoguing,

MARK EVANIER: Good afternoon, this is the Jack Kirby
Tribute Panel and I’m—well, who would I be, right? I’m
the only guy who does Jack Kirby panels these days.
Thank you for being here. We do these panels at every
convention that invites me, because
otherwise I spend the whole convention talking about Jack. I talk about
Jack all the time to people anyway.
He is so important to this industry,
and to all of our lives, that it seems
always appropriate to get together.
It’s interesting that we have not
exhausted the subject of Jack yet. We
never will exhaust the subject.
To forestall a question that we’ll
get if I don’t answer it up front, the
book that I have out now on Jack is
the first of two. The second one is so
long, even John Morrow will fall
asleep reading it. [laughter] Since well
before Jack passed away, but especially since then, every time I come
across a Jack Kirby fact that I didn’t
know, I add it in to the manuscript. I
11
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and I look at these things and go, “Why didn’t I notice that before?”
I suspect someone has snuck into my room and reprinted some of
my own comics, and added in new details and new plot points I didn’t realize before, because the material is so rich.
I don’t know when the second book will be out; it will be out
when it’s finished. I don’t know how long that will be. When you see
it, you’ll understand why it took so long. It is enormously detailed,
and it would not be unfair for me to say I’m also kind of waiting for
certain things to happen in the world that will make it easier to tell
some parts of Jack’s story.
We have less than an hour here to talk about Jack. I’ve asked
two people to whom we all are very grateful for their fine work without Jack Kirby, because both of them have done distinguished work
in comics over the years on their own.
I was at Bob Kane’s funeral, standing there watching the coffin
being lowered. There were four people from the comic book industry: Paul Smith, Mike Barr, Stan Lee, and myself. We’re standing on
top of this mountain, watching Bob Kane’s casket. Bob Kane was
buried, so help me, with Batman toys in his coffin. It’s an open coffin, and there’s Bob all stretched out, and they’re putting toy
Batmobiles and Bat-Copters into the coffin, with no comic books. I
wanted to check the coffin to make sure [Kane ghost-artist] Shelley
Moldoff wasn’t in there with him. [laughter] So they take us up to the
mountaintop, and they’re lowering the coffin into the ground, and
I’m standing next to Stan Lee, and we’re bored, because it takes a
long time to lower the coffin. And Stan turns to me and he says,

“You know who did a great job inking Kirby? Steve Ditko; great job
inking Kirby. He was too valuable to use as an inker too often. He
was great.” “Oh, thank you. How about if we sit here and watch Bob
lowered before we discuss other artists?” [laughter]
We love the work Dick and Joe did inking Jack. I also like the
work these guys did on their own. Would you join me in welcoming
Mr. Joe Sinnott [applause] and Mr. Dick Ayers? [applause] And I’d be
surprised if your favorite inker of Jack’s work at Marvel was not on
this stage at this moment. [laughter]
Gentlemen, thank you for joining us. Let me ask you a little bit
about the reaction you get now from people, about having inked all
of Jack’s work over the years. I love the fact that these guys are
mobbed at these conventions. You go up to them, and they have
lines of people wanting autographs and prints, and cover recreations
and books. I go to artists’ alley, and I want to go over and say hello
to them, and there’s a huge line, and I’m annoyed that I can’t get
through the line to say hello to my friends, but I’m also so pleased
that these guys are, rightly so, considered superstars and celebrities
at this convention, and the industry has finally woken up to how
valuable and treasured these people are. [applause]
Joe, when people come up to you and say, “I love the way you
inked Kirby on...”—finish the sentence. What do people say to you
about Jack’s work all the time?

EVANIER: What’s the thing you
did with Jack that most people
mention? Is there a specific issue
or cover you hear about more?
SINNOTT: Oh, sure, FF #51.
People came up yesterday and
today, and they have #51. One fellow yesterday had the original

(top) Kirby signs autographs at San Diego Comic-Con in the mid-1970s.
(above) Strange Tales Annual #2 (1963) featured Ditko inking Kirby on the
interior, while Ayers got to ink a Kirby Spider-Man on the cover.
12
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JOE SINNOTT: Hey, what you just said, Mark. We are amazed, and
they are so sincere; you can tell they’re sincere, they’re not just saying that. Actually, we feel like rock stars. [laughter] It seems the older
you get, we’re given more acclaim than we ever had. Years ago, of
course, we had no acclaim whatsoever. And we’re amazed at all the
people—look at the crowds out here today—that know our work.
Our work is known all over the world. My son Mark has a website,
and he gets so many e-mails from
people all over the world, saying
how much they love it, and they
also mention the first book they
ever saw. Of course, they all want
a little sketch here and there, but
I’m amazed at how sincere they
really are, and you can tell that.

EVANIER: What questions would you like to ask either of these gentlemen, or me for that matter, about Jack, or about anything?
Steve—this is Steve Rude, ladies and gentlemen. [applause]

Enslaved,” [FF #92 and #91]—Jack with those gangsters, and those
double-breasted pin-striped suits, boy, Jack loved to do that kind of
stuff.

RUDE: My question is for Joe. I’m dying to come up and shake your
hand after this, but I want to know how a guy, with your hand, could
do such perfect lines, and do three pages a day.

EVANIER: Another question.

SINNOTT: I was always proud of the fact that for many, many years,
when I did Fantastic Four, I never used a French Curve. The only
EVANIER: Yes. I’ll give you a stock answer. People ask, “Why doesn’t
thing I used was a compass, and a Hunt 102 nib, and a #3 Winsor
DC reprint this, why doesn’t DC reprint that?” DC believes, and I
Newton series 7 brush. Everything I did was freehand, but it got to
think they’re probably correct, that they don’t want to glut the marthe point where I said, “Gee, I’m doing a lot of work freehand,
ket. There is a marketplace for a Kirby book every 8 months or so. If
because if I happen to miss a line, I’ve got to white it out.” So I did
they put them out too fast, they’d step on each other’s sales, and
buy myself a French Curve, even though I didn’t really know how to use one. Most of the
early stuff I did with Kirby was all freehand,
no mechanical means whatsoever. But even
today—I’ll be 82 in October, and thankfully I
still have a very steady hand. Of course, it
could go overnight, but I did some stuff this
last week. A friend of mine has a newspaper,
and he wanted me to do something to commemorate Memorial Day, so I did a picture of
a soldier kneeling down, like in prayer, muddy
field with the rifle stuck in the ground with
the helmet on it, and it turned out really
good. It was as good as I could’ve done in
1962, when I felt I was at my peak. But I felt
my peak has been pretty steady over the years.
I’ve been grateful for that. I think it’s all
because of my steadiness. Of course, I always
did put a lot into my work. With Jack, even
though you didn’t have to add a thing to it, I’d
add just a little here and there; maybe a little
black here, or whatever. To me, blacks are the
most important part of an artist’s rendering.
In fact, when I get a page finished, I squint my
eyes and look at it, to see if it’s balanced. So
the blacks, and the weight of the line—I like a
thick and thin line, and with Kirby you could
use a brush. You could do probably 80-85%
brush with Kirby’s work, because it was so big
and dynamic. In those days, the brushes were
a lot better than they are today.
But Mark knows; Kirby was just one-of-akind. Even though he wasn’t the greatest
draftsman in the world, nobody could tell a
panel like him. If you want good drawing,
John Buscema, John Romita, Gene Colan, they
did beautiful drawings. But Kirby is just unbelievable. And if you could see his pencils when
they came into me; I used to marvel at them. I
saw so many of them; I probably did 75 stories with him, FF and other stories, if not
more. And you’d marvel, because he never
gave you less than his full effort. I did FF #5—
well, I did a couple of westerns with him
before that—but from that point on, right till
the end, when he did FF #102, everything was
the same. His work never deteriorated. It was
just great all the way through. People used to
say “Kirby’s slipping a little bit,” up in the 80s
and 90s, but if you look at some of those stories, like “Ben Grimm, Killer” and “The Thing Gangsters—with Jack’s mention of (Bo-) “Gart”—in these pencils from Fantastic Four #91 (Oct. 1969).
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AUDIENCE: It’s great to see so much of Jack’s work back in reprint
from the ’60s, ’70s, ’80s, both from Marvel and DC. Are we going to
see some of his ’40s and ’50s stuff coming, Newsboy Legion...

Barry Forshaw

with effortless skill. However, there
were issues of the title with material
which conformed to the more gentle
supernatural tale that Kirby would retrospectively try to persuade people
was what he had mostly done in Black Magic, and issue #25
(July 1953) is most definitely in this vein, in tune with the
beautifully turned, horror-free supernatural titles that workhorse writer/editor Richard Hughes was to produce for the
American Comics Group when the draconian Comics Code
put paid to more erratic affair involving vampires and werewolves, now proscribed.
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A regular
column focusing
on Kirby’s least
known work,
by Barry Forshaw

Only one story from
Black Magic #25 has
been reprinted (in DC
Comics’ 1970s Black
Magic #5 reprint
issue), but we expect
Titan will eventually
release a volume of
Black Magic reprints,
with more great art
reconstruction by
Harry Mendryk.

All of Kirby’s 1950s
mystery work for DC
has just been reprinted in their latest Kirby
Omnibus volume.
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Obscura

How’s your moral
fibre? Crumbling? Already
crumbled? In the 1950s, Jack
Kirby—along with many other
comics illustrators—was accused
of corrupting American youth, his
dangerous creations producing a nation
of murderous juvenile delinquents. Jack
may not have succeeded with his (clearly
Communist–inspired) agenda, but a few
examples of his attempts to turn a nation from
the straight and narrow are discussed below...

ADDED VALUE KIRBY
The cover to issue #25 is an indication of the gentler
tone that the issue will take, with a young couple crouching
in an unfinished house, pointing at a sedate-looking ghostly
couple walking past. The fact that the ghosts are particularly
unthreatening (and the young woman does not appear to
notice that they are completely transparent—perhaps she’d
forgotten her contacts) is an indicator of the approach here,
as is the fact that Kirby places his mortal couple in the foreground when what one would have thought was the selling
point of the issue—the ghosts—a given a relatively small
amount of space.
For Black Magic, Kirby would often provide one story
per issue, but with layouts for the splash panels of the other
tales (or even, sometimes, a fully inked splash), so the larger
amount of Kirby in this work makes it a particularly collectable issue, even though one of the tales has been reprinted.
The first story, “Strange Old Bird”, features nothing less than
the legendary phoenix, the supernatural avian which famously rises from its own ashes after bursting into flame, but the
two mature protagonists of this tale (unthinkable today) are
affected forever by their encounter with the phoenix. The bird
replaces the pet of a lonely woman, and the scene involving
the creature’s transformation and its effect on the two protagonists (the frustrated middle-aged Miss Stewart and the
elderly janitor who is the narrator) boasts all the atmospheric
skill that was Kirby’s hallmark. What’s more, the writing here
has a genuinely poignant and poetic strain—as when the
janitor, being thrown through a door in a blast of energy as
the Phoenix begins its spectacular regeneration process, a
caption reads: “I’m ashamed to say I got to the door before
Miss Stewart. That’s when the atom bomb went off—and the
sun came out and a sensation of almost unbearable joy sang
through me even as I was flung out into the hallway.” Writing
like this was not often encountered in comics, and needless
to say Kirby was in the perfect position to do this text justice.
Traditionally, in this title, a Kirby opener would be followed by a piece by one of the other artists in the Simon &
Kirby studio: Bill Draut, say, or Mort Meskin. But the second
tale here is another Kirby special, called “The Human Cork.”
The splash panel (partly miscoloured) shows two men flinging a hooded, bound figure from a jetty into the water, with a
ball and chain ensuring that the victim will not survive. Of
course, he does come back, as the Human Cork of the title is
a Houdini escapologist type—and (it might be suggested)

TRUE AMAZING ACCOUNTS OF THE
STRANGEST STORIES EVER TOLD
Clearly embarrassed by his involvement in the horror
comics hysteria in the 1950s (with comics blamed for
destroying the moral purity of American children), Jack Kirby
would routinely play down the books that he and his partner
Joe Simon put together for the Prize comics group, notably
their durable macabre title Black Magic (possibly because an
issue of the title was a prime exhibit for the Senate Committee
investigating juvenile delinquency). But, to some degree,
Kirby was on a hiding to
nowhere. What’s more, it
might be said that he was
massaging the truth slightly;
while it is true that the
Simon & Kirby team did not
(generally speaking) go in
for the kind of gruesomeness that was the stock in
trade of Al Feldstein, William
Gaines and their massively
talented cadre of artists at
EC Comics, S&K could
most certainly deliver the
gruesome goods when
required, and it might be
argued that Black Magic
was a grittier, edgier title
than most other books vying
for supremacy in the crowded horror comics market of
the day. Apart from anything
else, Jack Kirby had a natural gift for the grotesque,
and bizarre, disturbing
imagery worthy of the
mediaeval artist Hieronymus
Bosch flowed from his pen
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An ongoing examination of Kirby’s art and compositional skills

(throughout this
article) Art from
Fantastic Four #4
(May 1962).

that actually opened my mind to the possibilities of
the comic art medium. I’d picked up on the series
with issue #12, and was instantly hooked on the self-
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proclaimed World’s Greatest Comic Magazine. I began
searching around for back issues and was lucky enough
to have a good friend loan me issue #4. As wonderful as
they are, there is something slightly rushed and desultory about the first two issues of this series. Perhaps the
innovation of costumes in the third issue started to get
Kirby jazzed, but in FF #4, with the re-introduction of Timely’s second Golden Age star, the
Sub-Mariner, Kirby and Lee really began to hit
their stride.
The story begins powerfully, with three
members of the team arguing about the disappearance of the fourth. Reed is chastising Ben
about the latter’s jealousy over Johnny’s exploits
in the previous chapter. It is Ben’s bad attitude
that has caused the Torch to quit the team. By
now it is clear that it is the Thing’s brooding
resentment over his condition that provides the
dynamic chemistry that sets this series apart.
This is the factor that kicks off the much-touted
revolutionary concept of heroes with problems,
since it is obviously the Thing’s inability to deal
with his grotesqueness that leads to conflict
within the group.
It is also clear that this is not a simple tale
of good guys vs. bad guys and that Kirby and
Stan Lee are dealing with serious issues of emotional turmoil and the dynamics of relationships within a family, such as parental authority
and sibling rivalry. The members of this team
are obviously a surrogate family, working out
their problems, and the plot is merely what
Alfred Hitchcock would call the McGuffin, a
device to set the characters in motion.
The three go in search of the Torch, who is
hiding out in a local garage with his sport’s car
enthusiast pals. Kirby is beginning to stretch
out with the Fantastic Four as a sequential storyteller now. He is using more of a full palette of
continuity techniques herein.
In his unparalleled study of the genre,
Understanding Comics, author Scott McCloud
describes various transitional techniques used
in sequential art. Generally, the most common
of these in western comics is subject-to-subject,
an example of which would be the last four panels of page five in FF #4 [left], wherein the
artist’s point of view is confined to the same
general scene, but is moving from the subject of
the Torch to the subject of the Thing. However,
the upper tier of panels is a different story. This
sequence would be best described as moment-

Dynamic Chemistry
antastic Four #4 was probably the first comic book
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Fantastic Four #75 (June 1968), page 12 pencils, from faded stats in Kirby’s files. For more of this type of pencil art, be sure to join the Jack Kirby Museum (www.kirbymuseum.org),
and check out Tom Kraft’s site whatifkirby.com

Gallery 1

Late Era FF Art
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Fantastic Four #75 (June 1968), page 13 pencils.
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Fantastic Four #90 (Sept. 1969), page 17 pencils.

The Third Eye, Inc. was co-founded by Allan and Roberta
Ehrlich, and produced a wide variety of blacklight products. In the early 1970s, Third Eye produced blacklight
Marvel comic book posters and greeting cards, including
these that use Kirby imagery. TM & ©2013 Marvel Characters, Inc.
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INNERVIEW

Stan & Jack: Excelsior
Interview originally published in Excelsior #1, 1968
(Here’s an interesting curiosity: interviews conducted by
mail with both Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, circa 1968, and
published—in handwritten form—in the fanzine Excelsior
#1 and, as far as we know, the only issue. The editors of the
fanzine were listed as Salvatore Caputo and “The Kizer”; we
were unsuccessful in attempts to track them down, but if
you’re out there, please contact us for a free TJKC sub. First
up were the questions for Stan Lee:)

changed so since the inception
of the Marvel Age?
STAN: I’m older—wiser—
hungrier!
EXCELSIOR: What hero or
heroes in your youth really inspired you to write
comics?
STAN: No hero—I just wanted to write.

EXCELSIOR: What made you write in the new style that
marked the inception of the Marvel Age?
STAN LEE: Needed the dough! Also, bored with old
style.

EXCELSIOR: At that time, did you idealize the stories
that Joe Simon wrote with Jack Kirby?
STAN: Yep!
EXCELSIOR: Did you think that Simon & Kirby were a
better team than Lee & Kirby?
STAN: Nope!

EXCELSIOR: Did you feel you would rise to your present
height of achievement or just fade out as others with as
much ability to entertain had previously?
STAN: Shucks—I thought I’d rise higher!

EXCELSIOR: Who conceived the F.F.? You or Jack?
STAN: Both—’twas mainly my idea, but Jack created
characters visually.

EXCELSIOR: Do you feel differently about comics now
than you did then? If not, why have your comics

EXCELSIOR: Why is the Hulk a carbon copy of the
Thing?
STAN: He isn’t!
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(below) Courtesy of
Mike Burkey at
www.romitaman.com,
here’s a very late era
Kirby drawing, from
1986. Jack never did
quite get the feel of
Steve Ditko’s SpiderMan’s costume design,
even till the end of his
career. (Which reminds
us that, as far as we
know, Jack’s original
Spider-Man pages—
drawn before the
assignment was handed
off to Steve Ditko to
redesign—have never
surfaced, and remain
this magazine’s editor’s
Holy Grail of Kirby art.
Anyone seen them?)

EXCELSIOR: What makes former DC fans so
enthusiastic about Marvel, that two of them—Gary
Friedrich and Roy Thomas—write for you?
STAN: They have good taste—(some of ’em).
EXCELSIOR: Why do you think that the latest
Charlton Comics bid for power in the comics world
failed when they had artists like Ditko and writers
like Friedrich?
STAN: It would take a whole book for me to answer
that.
EXCELSIOR: Why has Spider-Man changed so
radically? Is it because of Steve Ditko’s departure?
STAN: Partially—also, all our characters keep
changing.
EXCELSIOR: Have you achieved all the goals you
wanted to reach at the outset of the Marvel Age?
STAN: Nobody ever fully achieves a goal—by the
time it’s achieved, there’s another one ahead.
EXCELSIOR: Do you have a favorite character in the
Marvel group? If so, who and why? If not, why?
STAN: I love ’em all. It’s like asking a parent, “Who’s
your favorite child?”!
EXCELSIOR: Which character has been the most
well-received by your fans?
STAN: It varies from month to month. Almost all are
extremely popular.
EXCELSIOR: What do you think of these questions?
STAN: I’m getting writer’s cramp!
EXCELSIOR: Why did you bring out Not Brand Echh?
STAN: It seemed like a good idea at the time—I like
to write humor. ‘Nuff Said!
S.L.
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A Western Tale

An early, complete Kirby story from
Western Tales #55 (July 1956).
Color by Tom Ziuko.
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Foundations
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Retrospective

Key 1960s Moments
by John Morrow

It’s long been discussed
that the changes Stan
Lee made to Jack’s
story in the “Him” storyline in FF were pivotal
in Kirby’s decision to
stop offering Marvel
new characters and
concepts in the 1960s.
So here’s original stats
from Jack’s files of
issue #66 (the first
issue of that arc, before
the big changes were
made). The timeline of
events we present here
should help give you an
idea of Jack’s mindset
up to the point when
these editorial changes
were made. Don’t forget
that these stats are
from Jack’s files, sent
to him by Marvel—he
saw and read all these
notations while working
on the next, pivotal
issue.

here were many key moments at Marvel in the
1960s, but the first one that really sent shockwaves
through fandom (and Marvel) was the 1966 departure of Steve Ditko from the company. Don’t you suppose that got Stan to thinking, “Gee, what if I lose Jack
Kirby, too?” Shortly thereafter, in an odd twist, Stan
began occasionally letting Jack script a few stories here
and there in the latter 1960s. Was that an effort on
Stan’s part to keep him happy at the company?
To clarify the chronology of events in my mind, I
decided to prepare this timeline of key moments that
affected Marvel, and Lee and Kirby’s relationship in the
1960s. Of invaluable help were Rand Hoppe, past
research by Mark Evanier and Pat Ford online, as well
as online excerpts from Sean Howe’s Marvel Comics: The
Untold Story (I plan to read the full book soon).
This isn’t a complete list of every important date in
Marvel’s 1960s history, but hopefully hits most of the
key ones. I’m sure I’ve left some out, and more will
come to light in the future, so please send us additions
and corrections. Next issue, I’ll update it, and continue
the timeline into the 1970s and beyond.
My rule of thumb: Cover dates were generally twothree months later than the date the book appeared on
the stands, and six months ahead of when Kirby was
working on the stories, so I’ve assembled the timeline
according to those adjusted dates—not the cover
dates—to set it more closely to real-time.

T

1964
• This year: Marvel sells 27,709,000 copies of its comics,
with an expectation of 32,000,000 for 1965, showing a
nearly 50% increase in 3 years. 102 Kirby covers are published (most in a single year).
• Also this year: Martin Goodman becomes worried about
Stan’s popularity and the control he has over the Marvel
line, and pressures him to have other writers handle some
of the stories. Stan develops “writer’s test” using four Kirby
pages from FF Annual #2, with the balloons whited-out.
• May (July/Summer cover dates): FF Annual #2, FF #28, and
Avengers #6 are published. Original art for these issues
are the earliest pages to show Kirby’s handwriting in the
margin notes, but all these issues also feature Chic Stone
as the inker for the first time, so it’s unclear if Kirby included notes prior to these, and other inkers simply erased
Jack’s notes when they erased the pencil art after inking.
• September: Addams Family and Munsters television series
debut (influences Kirby’s creation of the Inhumans later).
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1961
• This year: Marvel sells 18,700,000 copies of its comics.
• February 25: Final Sky Masters daily strip sees print.
Page 8, panel 4: There’s
a note from Stan to have
John Romita pretty-up
Crystal’s face.

Page 4 note to inker Joe Sinnott from letterer Artie Simek: “Joe,
pages will be skipped -- Stan took em out for art changes -[illegible] -- do your best. -Art S.”

• April-May: Fantastic Four #1 conceived by Lee and Kirby,
and drawn by Kirby.

• December (February cover date): FF #35 published, with first
ad for MMMS fan club, using Kirby art to sell $1 memberships and, later, promotional products. Flo Steinberg has
said, “Nobody expected the fan-club to be so big. There
were thousands of letters and dollar bills flying around all
over the place. We were throwing them at each other.”

• August 8 (November cover date): FF #1 goes on sale.

1962
• This year: Marvel sells 19,740,000
copies of its comics. 1158 Kirby pages
are published (most in a single year).
• June (August cover date): Amazing
Fantasy #15 published, featuring
Ditko’s Spider-Man, after Kirby’s original version was rejected.
• November (January 1963 cover date):
FF #10 features the first appearance of
Lee and Kirby in a comic. On the letters
page, Stan tells readers to drop the formal “Dear Editor” salutation in letters,
and to instead address them to “Dear
Stan and Jack.”

1963
• This year: Marvel sells 22,530,000
copies of its comics.

64

Page 6 margin notes by Kirby have the police officer telling Ben
he was in the police detail that fought the Super Skrull, and
Ben saved his hide in the battle; Stan didn’t carry this through
in the final dialogue.

1965
• Early this year: Marvel’s reacts to news of an impending
Batman TV series, and of new publishers jumping on the
super-hero bandwagon due to their success, as Martin
Goodman tells Stan to add more books, to keep Marvel
from getting crowded off newsstands. Soon thereafter, Lee
and Kirby develop the Inhumans and Black Panther (originally named Coal Tiger)—both of which feature a character visually similar to Batman—but DC controlled Marvel’s
distribution, and wouldn’t allow the new books to be added
to Marvel’s output (they were eventually included in the FF).
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69
(above) Jack’s original watercolor concept presentation for the Coal Tiger, later renamed Black Panther.
(right) A 1980s animation concept for a very similar looking Black Tiger.

72

Original cover pencils for Jan. 1977’s Black Panther #1. A note atop says “Black Panther #25 - Jan. — Sept. Schedule”, making it appear as if it was originally going to continue the numbering of
Jungle Action, which it replaced.
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NUTZ & BOLTZ

Novel Graphics, Part One
by John Morrow

veryone rightfully hails the “Galactus Trilogy”
(Fantastic Four #48-50) as the highwater mark of
Lee & Kirby’s run on the FF, due largely to the
introduction of the Silver Surfer to the Marvel
mythos of the 1960s. Stan is on the record as saying that, while he and Jack had discussed the concept of Galactus prior to Jack putting pencil to
bristol board on FF #48, when those pages came
into the office for dialoguing, Stan discovered a
new character he wasn’t expecting: A shiny man
flying through space on a surfboard, which Jack
dubbed “The Surfer” in his margin notes.
With the addition of the word “Silver” by
Stan, the character quickly became one of the
most talked-about creations of the 1960s, and a
personal favorite of Stan’s. But outside of the
pages of Fantastic Four, Jack had just three opportunities to utilize the character in the 1960s. The
first was in FF Special #5’s short Surfer/Quasimodo
back-up story. The second was
a parody called “The Silver
Burper” in August 1967’s Not
Brand Echh #1. And the final
was after an unsuccessful run
by Stan and John Buscema on
the Surfer’s solo title, when
Stan decided to try to jumpstart the book with a new direction in #18, bringing Kirby on
for the art on what would be
the final issue.
Cut to 1976. Jack, after
leaving Marvel in 1970, had
recently returned to the company,
but disappointed many fans by
refusing to work on the FF. But
behind the scenes,
there was talk of a live
action Silver Surfer
film being developed,
and the opportunity
arose for Lee and
Kirby to work together
again on a Silver Surfer
Graphic Novel. Stan
took a trip from New
York to Thousand
Oaks, California for an
in-person conference
about the book’s direction with Jack, and
then Jack mailed in
the first batch of 20
pages on January 24,
1977, with a second
stack sent on March 14, and a
promise of more to come soon.

For the 2011 TwoMorrows book The Stan Lee
Universe, Danny Fingeroth traveled to the University of
Wyoming’s American Heritage Center, spending a week
rummaging through the personal archives that Stan
had donated to the university. Included was a healthy
section of materials from the first 20 pages of the Silver
Surfer Graphic Novel, with letters from Jack to Stan
about the project, Jack’s typewritten notes (in lieu of the
margin notes he put on pages in the 1960s), plus Stan’s
typewritten script pages, and copies of Jack’s pencil art
marked up with notations by Stan.
In The Stan Lee Universe, we presented the materials
from pages 1, 2, 11, 14, and 15, as well as Jack’s letters
to Stan explaining his motivations behind his penciling
choices. Here we have pages 3-8, and we’ll show more
pages in next issue’s “Jack Kirby: Writer” theme issue of
the Kirby Collector. On the following pages, the top
notes are Jack’s, the bottom are Stan’s script. H
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Panel descriptions for
Silver Surfer Graphic
Novel are from the
Stan Lee Collection,
box #55, folders 2 & 4,
American Heritage
Center, University of
Wyoming.
Photocopies of pencil
art with balloon placements and script for
the Silver Surfer
Graphic Novel are from
the Stan Lee
Collection, box #55,
folder #1.
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Tribute

2012 Kirby Tribute Panel
Transcribed by Steven Tice, and edited by John Morrow • Photos by Chris Ng

(below) Here’s the original art for the cover of
Tales To Astonish #101
(March 1968), officially
credited as Kirby/Shores/
Marie Severin/Giacoia.
All the background figures look to be Kirby,
and we’re betting this
was originally an unused
Thor cover, and the Hulk
figure is a paste-up.
(next page) This issue’s
cover inks by Mike
Royer.

Held Sunday, July 15, 2012 at Comic-Con International: San Diego. Moderated by Mark Evanier,
and featuring Stan Goldberg, Charles Hatfield, Paul Dini, and Paul Levine.
[Due to microphone issues, some of Stan Goldberg’s comments were inaudible, and were edited out.]
MARK EVANIER: Good morning. Let the record show that this is the Jack Kirby Tribute
Panel. I am Mark Evanier, and we are in a larger room with a little more time because of the
fine turnout we’ve had the last few of these. [applause] If we keep this up, we will have Hall H
and the entire Saturday. [laughter] This is, I think, my tenth panel of the convention. I’ve got
five today, and this is the one I look forward to the most because I spend a lot of the convention talking about Jack, and it’s nice to just talk only about Jack and not have him be an
Mark Evanier
aside, to just focus on him for a while. And I got into an interesting discussion yesterday
when we were down at the Kirby Museum booth. You have all visited, I’m sure, the Kirby Museum, [and] the
TwoMorrows booth. They’re about three steps from each other. At either booth, you’ll find many treasures about Jack and
people who are enthusiastic about him. We got into a little discussion with Charles [Hatfield] here, and with Tom Kraft,
whom I see is here somewhere. Tom’s over there, and
Arlen Schumer, who is over there. I almost introduced
him to someone last night as Arlen Specter. [laughter] I’m
sure this is not the first time this mistake has been made.
ARLEN SCHUMER: He’s the only other Arlen that I know.
EVANIER: Okay. To keep it clear, for those of you, so you’ll
remember this: Arlen Specter is the man with the single
bullet theory of the Kennedy assassination. Arlen Schumer
is the man with the Auteur Theory of Comics. All right?
[laughter] You’ve got the difference on that? Fine.
SCHUMER: The single panel theory.
EVANIER: That’s right. [laughter] And we started talking
about—the discussion was keyed off a discussion of
Mike Royer’s lettering, which we should’ve actually had
in this room one of the years Mike was on this panel.
[laughter] I love Mike Royer. I learned to letter from Mike
Royer, and I thought he was one of the greatest letterers
of all time. I always appreciate that there are people who
have different opinions about inkers, or their favorite
Kirby books, their favorite Kirby colorists—although we
can all agree that nobody ever colored Jack’s work better
than Mr. Stan Goldberg. [applause] I hope this doesn’t
get too sprawled, here. You can look at this from a couple
of different viewpoints, if you’re discussing Mike’s,
anyway. With Mike Royer, who lettered for Jack, one
aspect is just looking at the work and evaluating it. You
know, some people say, “Well, I like Sam Rosen better,”
or, “I like—”.
SCHUMER: Simek!
EVANIER: I’m talking
about letterers.
SCHUMER: Simek!
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EVANIER: Oh, Simek! I
thought you said
“Sinnott”. I’m sorry. Artie
Arlen Schumer
Simek. Anyway, it’s just a
subjective thing. Another thing is, and I want to ask
Charles to talk about this. This is Charles Hatfield, the
author of Hand of Fire, a fine book about Jack. [applause]
Friday night, it won an Eisner Award. [applause] Although
I’ve got to tell you, it’s kind of easy. I’ve won an Eisner
80

done. If he could magically go back to
his old pencils and bring in Mike Royer
or Joe Sinnott, Jack would have said,
“No, no. It’s historically accurate. That’s
the way the book came out. That’s the
way we did it. Let’s do the next book
better.” That was his attitude. But, I was
impressed as hell that Spirit World came
out; I’m sure they’ll do In the Days of the
Mob one of these days. They’ll do everything they’ve got nailed down, and then
once they’ve done it all—get ready for
this, folks—they’ll find a way to reprint
it again and make you buy it again.
[laughter] There’ll be more deluxe versions. Maybe next time they publish
Spirit World, they’ll say, “Here’s the color
version. You’ve gotta buy this. You
already have the other one.” And it just
gladdens my heart to see all this stuff
that was not valued properly at the time,
now costing $49.95. Especially since I
don’t have to pay it. [chuckling]
Let’s go over Kirby announcements
that people may have here, or Kirbyrelated projects. John, what have you got
coming up that people should know
about?
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JOHN MORROW: We have the brand
new issue of the Jack Kirby Collector,
which has shrunk in size, but expanded
in page count and added a color section—due largely to the fact that the
post office keeps raising postage rates
on oversized tabloid pieces, and we didn’t want to jack up subscription rates
double. But we have these down at
Booth 1301 if anyone wants to come
check it out. Other than that, just moving
ahead with our next few issues.
EVANIER: Thank you. [applause] Arlen,
do you want to talk for a minute about
your project?
SCHUMER: Sure. In conjunction with
John Morrow and Rand Hoppe of the
Jack Kirby Museum, we’ve worked on
the Auteur Theory of Comics, which
essentially lays out the idea that the
artist, when working with another
Full-page splash from What If? #11 (Oct. 1978), featuring the Marvel Bullpen as the FF, with Jack as the Thing. writer in comics—obviously vis-à-vis
Kirby and Stan Lee—that it is the artist
who is the auteur, the author of the
SHERMAN: Do you remember what he said? At the same time
comic-book-reading experience. So we have these sixteen pages that
[Marvel] had Hulk toilet paper, which was printed in blue. And he
I wrote and designed, and it’s for sale
saw that and he said, “Oh, it’s toilet paper.” [laughter]
to benefit the Kirby Museum down at
Rand Hoppe’s booth, so if you come
EVANIER: And now it’s a hardcover for, how much is the book?
down today, we’ll be selling these, and
RAND HOPPE: $40.
all profits go towards eventually opening up a real museum. Right now the
AUDIENCE MEMBER: Is it fully colored?
Kirby Museum is online, but the idea
EVANIER: No, no, it’s blue ink. Actually, I don’t blame them for
is to raise money to open up a real
replicating the old book. If Jack wanted reprints done, he didn’t
museum in the Lower East Side, where
want his work tampered with, and once it was published, it was
Jacob Kurtzberg—Jack Kirby, I
Rand Hoppe
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stories, and even though Superman had sort of a tangential relationship to Apokolips through the Jimmy
Olsen series, we thought, “Now’s the time to really
bring in Darkseid as a major force, so let’s kind of go
in and build on what Jack put out there and use that
as a major source of Superman inspiration.” So we
looked at places where it felt organic to bring in those
characters, and we really had a lot of fun with that,
with developing Apokolips, Darkseid, the Female
Furies, all those characters. It was just like a treasure
trove of being able to put all those characters in there.
Unfortunately, we never really got to see what
Jack thought of that or even utilize his inspiration for
that, because I think it would have been great—
Superman I think we started working on in ’95, ’96.
Jack passed away in ’94, and I think a lot of that was
started as sort of a tribute to him, and then the more
we developed those characters, the more we realized
we had some great inspiration in those characters.
Had he been with us a little longer, it would have been
fun to have brought him in to the studio and say,
“What do you think, or maybe you have some ideas?
Do you want to spitball some stories or we’ll come up
with something?” That was sort of a great regret of
ours, the deeper we got into his DC creations.
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EVANIER: Thank you, Paul. I want to segue here—we’ll
talk to these gentlemen more, but I want to see if I can
bring Stan Goldberg into this conversation. Stan’s
one of my favorite people in comics, and I want to say
a little bit about him, because I don’t think people
fully realize how much this man contributed to comics
history. He was the lead artist at Archie Comics for
years and years. [scattered applause] Give me a rough
number; how many issues of Archie comics have you
drawn in your lifetime, Stan? Just give me a number,
an approximate number.

One of Paul Dini’s inspirations for his Superman animated series was Kirby’s work on Jimmy
Olsen, such as this page (in pencil) from issue #148 (April 1972). Check out Jack’s cool stylized
“S” symbol on the Superman figure in panel 2, which DC had Murphy Anderson redraw, along
with the Superman faces, and compare them to the published versions.

back, and there was a big current of excitement going through all the
panels that Kirby was coming back to Marvel, and I couldn’t wait to
see it again.

STAN GOLDBERG: I finished one story, and there were
two more stories then, and I got over to my desk and I
had to start right up. I found a book recently that said
I did my first story in 1969. I thought it was 1979,
because I know I went back to Marvel when Stan called
me back to do some work for him in the seventies. But
’69 was my first story, and would you believe it was a
Bob Baldwin pencil job that I inked? [Audio is illegible,
as Stan moves closer to the microphone, to applause.]
EVANIER: Just tell me, how many pages of Archie did
you draw in your career, roughly?

GOLDBERG: I think between five hundred to nine hundred a year
over forty years. [applause] There was a lot of other stuff. Of course,
you all recognize the Archie books, but I did a ton of stuff in advertising illustration. That’s how I ended my career—well, not quite
ended it, but those years at Marvel, I was drawing in the Pop Art style.
It was Roy Lichtenstein, like we all know and love. And even though
he copied a lot of us and he stole my work—he took my Millie the
Model and created his ten million dollar painting [laughter]—I loved
him, and he was great. He was smart enough to do that. I wasn’t
smart enough.

EVANIER: Paul, talk a little bit about the inspiration of Jack in the
cartoon shows that you’ve done.
DINI: I worked for Warner Brothers Animation for years, and I was
lucky to work with Bruce Timm, Glen Murakami, Shane Glines, and
a number of artists who had a tremendous affinity for Jack—not only
for his artistic style, but for his storytelling—and one of the things
we found ourselves incorporating over and over were nods to the
Kirby style of design or storytelling, which started creeping in a little
bit in Batman, and then really kind of [came] to the fore in Superman.
When we developed Superman, one of the problems with the character
is that he is so powerful that it’s hard to get good villains to go
against him. You know, you run out of Brainiac and Luthor stories
pretty quickly. But then we looked for inspiration to the New Gods

EVANIER: There was a long run on Millie the Model that was signed
by Sol Brodsky, or “Solly B.” sometimes, that was actually drawn by
Stan, because other publishers he was working for did not want him
drawing in that style for other publishers.
GOLDBERG: Exactly. If they saw it, they would stop giving me work.
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Stan. I need to tell you something.” And I said, “What
happened? What happened?” And he said, “I just
heard that Jack Kirby died.” Frank was an inventor
and other things, and he had this shortwave radio, so
he picked it up on the radio. And I know that Jack was
important to him.
But as the years went on, I just thought of Jack, of
all the good times, and all his crazy ideas. I say “crazy”
because, the more I think about him, he grows bigger
and bigger, as I’m thinking about him all the time.
[applause]
EVANIER: I’m going to guess the following scene took
place a couple times in your life. You see Jack and you
say to him, “I’ve just colored Thor,” or, “I’ve just colored
Fantastic Four. Anything that you want me to change?
Anything about it?” And he would say, “Whatever you
do is great with me, Stan.” That’s exactly the way he
said it, right?
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GOLDBERG: I could just see him. I could see him with
the cigar, the full head of hair, that Stan [Lee] wanted
all the time. [laughter] There was another man whose
name is known in the industry, and he was another
great artist. I can’t imagine Jack and my dear friend
Joe Maneely together in this industry run amok.
Those two guys would have taken on the world, and
Jack would have been the biggest supporter of Joe
Maneely. He was that type of a guy. Jack, he shared a
lot of things. He was a wonder his whole life.
EVANIER: Jack had a casual friendship with Joe Maneely
at the office. Joe Maneely died in a train accident at
the age of 32, was it? And Jack believed—and I have
no idea how much validity it has—he would say,
“Comics killed Joe Maneely.” Because Joe Maneely was
working night and day, never sleeping, and Jack
believed, rightly or wrongly, that wandering like a
zombie as he was doing with no sleep is what caused
the accident. That may not be the case, but for years
after when Jack would talk to other professionals, he
would give them what he called the Joe Maneely
Warning. “Don’t do that.” Because by dying, Joe had
done the thing which Jack thought was the absolute
worst thing in the world for a man to do, which was to
Compare panel 5 of this page from Journey Into Mystery #88 (Jan. 1963) to the published
leave your family in financial trouble. He was a
comic, and you’ll see it was completely redrawn, with new art pasted over Jack’s original.
Depression era kid, and there was nothing worse than
a man who didn’t provide for his family and leave
was just so much fun getting to know him. He was just a little differthem comfortably when he was gone. When I first met Wally Wood,
ent, and as the years go on, I find him to be a lot different. And I
he would say, “Every time I talked to Jack, I heard the Joe Maneely
never get tired of working on his stuff.
Warning.” And Wally was a guy who worked like mad, around the
Now, the story. We spend the winters in an old town high in the
clock, for three or four days, frequently using medicinal stimulants to
mountains of Mexico. We were down there, and I found another
keep himself up. And Jack, of course, did not follow the Joe Maneely
great artist living down there, somebody that I grew up being my
Warning, himself. He dispensed it freely to people. [laughter]
idol. I loved his work; it was Frank Robbins, the great Johnny Hazard
We’ve got a few more minutes, here. Stan, I’m going to ask you
and Scorchy Smith artist. [applause] This was many years ago, and he
to indulge me. I’d like to ask you a few questions, and I want you to
was painting, and not drawing comics. Some people thought Frank
give me real short answers, okay? [laughter] Short answers. Okay.
disappeared, but he always loved Mexico. And I look in the local
Between the time of Fantastic Four #1 and, let’s say, around 1969,
directory, and I see a man called Franklin Robbins. It was that simple.
what percentage of Marvel’s line do you think you colored? Just a
And I’m a little nervous, cause I think he “dropped out,” and I’m
short answer. [laughter]
going to impose on him. But he knew I was there already, that there
GOLDBERG: Colored? I mean, those books were 48 pages—
was somebody in town who knew comics. So I phone him, and the
first thing he said to me, he says, “Stan, why don’t you come over? I
EVANIER: Thirty-two pages. How many of those books did you
know you’re in town. Come on over. Spend time with me.” And we
color?
got to know each other quite well.
GOLDBERG: I’d like to give you a quick answer because I have 99%
But then, fast forward [to February 1994], I’m sitting there, when
of them in the house, and I was smart enough, when I did ten books,
all of a sudden, I hear somebody call my name. “Stan, Stan, Stan,
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Unearthed

The FF—by Thomas & Kirby!
Interview conducted by Jerry Boyd

[We usually look at the King’s work on the fabulous Fantastic Four as a longtime
collaboration with Stan Lee, various inkers, Kirby coming up with characters
and concepts and pitching them to Lee, or even working out ideas with his wife!
But rarely do we think of adding Roy Thomas to the mix. Roy worked on the FF
cartoons of the late 1970s and, though he had little contact with Jack at the time,
his ideas became storyboards and concepts that the King realized visually on
paper. Here, he talks about those times and experiences. This interview was
conducted by e-mail on September 27 and 29, 2009 for this magazine.]

(above) This undated
portrait of the
Rascally One was
done by Mike Zeck in
the early 1970s.
(right) This ad showed
up in comics during
the Summer of 1978
and told fans to look
for the forthcoming FF
cartoon that Fall.
(below) An example of
Kirby storyboarding
from the Roy Thomasscripted “Blastaar”
episode.

THE JACK KIRBY COLLECTOR: Roy, you’d been Marvel’s editor-in-chief
and had been living in New York a number of years by the time the
late ’70s rolled around. What gave you the urge to move west
and try scriptwriting in Hollywood?
IF YOU ENJOYED
THISwest
PREVIEW,
ROY THOMAS:
I didn’t move
to get into the movies… I
CLICK
THE
LINK
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just felt it was time to get away from the
New York and
ISSUE IN PRINT OR DIGITAL FORMAT!
comics milieu on a daily basis, since I had just left the editor-in-chief job a
couple of years earlier and had just been offered the job again. Also, I’d been
separated from my first wife Jeanie for half a year by the time I decided to
move and that made NYC a bit less pleasant for me, as well.
TJKC: Were you focused on doing super-hero-based screenplays then or were you open to any kind-of dramatic
material? And if super-heroes were your preferred genre,
what super-hero stuff did you develop?
ROY: I was lucky to have an agent because I’d been pulled
into a NY agency that was just as active in Hollywood…
and they felt, especially as Star Wars neared, that they
might be able to sell me to movies and TV. I had quite a few meetings, but nothing quite took. I did a fair amount of
work on a TV version of Siegel and Shuster’s Funnyman, though I doubt the producer ever really licensed any rights to it
as he was, of course, supposed
to do.COLLECTOR
The other material
KIRBY
#60 was fantasy, science-fiction, and the like.
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in the ’60s and ’70s), and Jack Kirby (who’d been
view, comparison of a Jack and Stan FF story conference to
Stan’s final script and Jack’s penciled pages, MARK EVANIER and
other columnists, gallery of KIRBY FF ART, pencils from BLACK
PANTHER, SILVER SURFER, & more!
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